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Teaching About the Web Includes Troublesome Parts

By CONSTANCE M. YOWELL

The New York Times

MISSION, Calif. — When Kevin Jenkins wanted to teach his fourth-grade students at Spangler Elementary here how to use the Internet, he created a site where they could post photographs, drawings and surveys. And they did, but to his dismay, some of his students posted surveys like “Who’s the most popular classroom。” and “Who’s the best teacher?”

Mr. Jenkins’s students “liked being able to express themselves in a way where they are basically by themselves at a computer,” he said. “They’re not thinking that everyone’s going to see it.”

The first wave of parental anxiety about the Internet focused on security and adult predators. That has given way to concerns about how their children are acting online toward friends and rivals, and what impression their online profiles might create in the minds of college admissions offices or future employers.

Incidents like the recent suicide of a freshman girl at South Hadley High School in Massachusetts after she was bullied online and at school have reinforced the notion that many children still seem unaware how the Internet can transform typical adolescent behavior — Chilean mush, mutual moons, sexual flirtations, claims about drinking and drugs — into something not only public, but also permanent.

The South Hadley case is leading some states to re-examine their laws against bullying, but more than 40 states address the issue, they tend to focus on punishment, not prevention.

But some media experts say that in focusing on social issues, Common Sense misses some of the larger, structural issues of information and technology. “This is a really important issue of how we think about the future of the Internet,” said Ted Brodheim, chief information officer for the New York City Department of Education. “It’s really about how we think about the future of our kids.”

In San Francisco, the Schools of the Sacred Heart, related boys’ and girls’ schools, met with parents earlier this year to discuss their Common Sense pilot program with Sister Anne Wachter, the head of the girls’ school. Considering that the time is mostly outside of school, the results suggest that almost every extracurricular hour is an online one.
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Example sentences with the word troublesome. The most voted sentence example for troublesome is She was very troublesome when...

My teacher’s eyes are no better: indeed, I think they grow more troublesome, though she is very brave and patient, and will not give up. 13. 21. The related species of the Oestridae family, which include the widely disseminated chigoe or bicho do pe (Pulex penetrans), and the equally troublesome berne (Cutiterebra noxialis), which is so injurious to animals, are equally numerous. 3. 8.

Learning to code websites is a tough but rewarding goal. There’s a lot to learn and it takes quite a few months of practice to really get the hang of things. These should pair nicely with my best web design books and they’ll take you all the way f... If I talk about Web Development, in today’s world it is on boost, every company, organization, or any start-up needs a website to run their work. The first need is a website rather than a mobile application. So if you want to pursue a career in web development, then I’ll recommend you do it from a worth learning website. Frontend Books. When most people talk about web development they’re usually talking about frontend work: HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. This website is Google for children; it is a safety search for students that will filter out any inappropriate web sites or information and images, perfect for students to use at school and home when doing research.

http://www.safekids.com/child-safe-search/. This website is about Internet safety and how it is very important and parents should be monitoring the information and websites that their children are looking at. Being technologically aware will help you keep on top of safety and having a few house rules will keep boundaries for your children and or students.